
PALEROS 10. - 17. JUNE 2013

Paleros was originally an agricultural and fishing village. 
Here is an old outbuilding.

This is the start of the boardwalk.
The restaurants are lined up.

This is Taverna Panorama. We ate several times here, for they had good Indian food.

Taverna Panorama. Taverna Tomorrow.



Paleros Travel, travel agency. A bar.

This is the city beach. North of the city there is a 2 km 
long sandy beach.

The road ahead south.

Amazing flowering on most bushes.

Here we look back at Paleros.



The same flowering bush. Views of Paleros again.

Thistle. Nice flowers.

Here we are looking up against some hotels situated above 
the sailing school.

Here the sailboats are lined up.



These guys are playing volleyball.

We had to have a beer after having gone so far. Kjell buy 
them in Kirki Bar.

View from the bar.

Here we are heading back towards Paleros past all the yachts that are not in use. Many people were, by the way, out 
sailing.



Here we see Paleros again.

A hotel up in up the slope. Kjell tests what smell there is from the leaves of this tree. 
It was not an eucalyptus tree.

Another flowering tree. There is finally a cat that will "talk" with Kjell.



It will be scratched endlessly.

Here we go past the bar again. Taverna Tomorrow.

Tomorrow. Here we are at Panorama. The beach is directly below.



The view from Panorama.

Just before we get back to the hotel we have this view 
down to the city.

The hotel with garden in front.

This day there went heavy showers farther south. This is how the light was in the afternoon.



More photos of Taverna Panorama.

This is the plane tree that stands outside the “O Platanos”

This is the supermarket where we shopped.

Here the horse get a carrot.



Not far from the hotel is this corral.
Here is both sheep, goats, dogs and chickens.

One of the dogs stand guard. There was a lot of debris around.

There is barely room for grass to grow. One of the other sheep.



Sheep, dogs and junk. Flowers by the fence.

Flowers and a goat on the rock pile. Thyme.

Flowering cactus. View to the sea.



On the way to the hotel. In the hotel garden.

View from the balcony of the hotel. 
We look at the bungalows at the hotel.

Mimosa tree.

These blue flowering climbing plants grew in many 
places.



Orange tree.

Kjell waiting for food at Panorama. This is the yacht club right on the marina.

The horse gets carrots again. This time it was annoyed because it did not get more.



More images from Panorama.

Sheep and dog in the enclosure. The last day we were visited by this grasshopper.


